


Sources of  information

 Astronomical reports, periodicals and treatises

 Historical works

 Annals, chronicles, diaries, memorials, letters

 Other (official and church books, graphics….)

Problems with dating, places, authorship, authenticity (possible

copies from other sources…)



Methodology of searching

 Collections in libraries and archives: books, old prints, manuscripts

 Internet archives : many valuable data, digital sources not always fully accessible

Keywords: solar eclipse, Sonnenfinsternis, eclipse del sol, eclipse de soleil, zaćmienie 

słońca, zatmeni slunce, солнечное затмение, solförmörkelse, ηλιακή έκλειψη….

eclipsis solis, [defectus solis, sol nigra, sol disparuit, obtenebratus est sol…]

Keywords cannot be used for manuscripts and some of old prints.

Problems with old languages – spelling, vocabulary and grammar.
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About 2000 records

till 1914 Aug 21
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Detailed methodology

of  eclipse observations

in 16-17th century 

established.

Camera obscura 

(later eyepiece projection)

and measurements of  

positional angles and

the Sun’s altitude

using quadrants applied.



1706 V 12

The best observed European solar eclipse



„illustrious eclipse with stars

and a great horror”

at Bydgoszcz, PL

2.5 minutes of  totality at Międzychód, PL„stars instead of  the Sun”

at Zbąszyń, PL

The dark sun with

many stars

at Görlitz, DE

Total eclipse with stars in all sides, Peypin-d'Aigues, FR



The reconstruction of  Baily’s beads as seen from Breslau by Ch.Heinrich (Occult software used)

Acta Eruditorum, 1706, p.335 and subseq. Leipzig, 1706. (Christopher

Heinrich at Breslau)
[...] Tempore totalis obscurationis stellae complures libero oculo visae, etiam duae

prope Solem, Lunam circulus dubiae lucis ambibat, Halonis instar. Simul apperebat

inaequalis superficiei Lunaris; sed praecipue sub initium luminis distinguebantur, in

effigie per telescopium in chartam albam projecta, montes & valles Lunares,

intermicantibus Solis particulis.

[...] At the time of the total obscuration, very many stars were seen with the naked eye,

also two near the Sun, the lunar disk was surrounded by a weak light, like a Halo.

Simultaneously, inequalities of the lunar surface became to be visible; but especially they

were distinguishable at the beginning of light, in the image projected through the

telescope onto a white card the particles of the Sun were flashing between the lunar

mountains and valleys.



The series of  annular eclipses observed from Europe in 18th and 19th century

1737 III 1 1748 VII 25 1793 IX 5

1764 IV 1

1820 IX 7
1836 V 15



Bernhard Nicolai’s observation on September 7, 1820 at Mannheim, DE



1842 VII 8Also: measurements of  solar corona polarization.

Francis Baily in Pavia



1851 VII 28

The first photograph of  total eclipse by J.Berkowski

12 seconds of  totality at Kiev



1858 III 15



The orbital motion of the Moon

The basic problems:

 (a) mean angular velocity

Even ancient Babylonians precisely knew the mean length of lunation (+0.3

s/month)!

P.A.Hansen’s Lunar Tables (1857) according to his lunar theory.

S.Newcomb was the first who tested his theories using historical observations and

gave a better lunar theory (1878). F.Ginzel (1884) tried to correct Hansen’s theory

after analyzes of observations of historical solar eclipses.

E.W. Brown published his improved but fully gravitational theory with many very

precise terms explaing perturbations, however ... with a periodical „great empirical

term“ of about 10“/257 years introduced (1899-1919).



 (b) secular acceleration, n

E.Halley discovered this phenomenon which, however, has not been at once

included into lunar theories. S.Newcomb suggested (correctly) the reason are

terrestrial tides and the lunar acceleration also reflects the slowing down Earth’s

rotation and the lenghtening of the mean solar day.

The rotation of the Earth and the time scales

UT – universal time, related to the average length of the solar day (19th century-

1950)

ET – ephemeris time – around 1950, theoretically constant

TDT, TT – terrestrial (dynamic) time, 1984, related to the atomic time scale (TAI)

(around 1984)



How to recognize the rate of rotation of the Earth in distant epochs? This cannot be

precisely determined theoretically, although it can be done for some of the effects related

to the slowing down of the Earth's spin.

It turns out that, first of all, it is necessary to analyse the long-term dynamic behaviour of the Earth-Moon

system. It follows from the principle of conservation of energy (as angular momentum) that the retardation

of the Earth's spin due to dissipation of energy during tides (both lunar and solar) must cause the so-called

secular acceleration of the Moon's orbital motion, n. This phenomenon, in turn, causes the Moon's distance

from Earth to increase. Confirmation of this fact, for obvious reasons, was not possible before the

implementation of Earth-Moon distance measurements thanks to the Apollo missions after 1969 (lunar laser

ranging, LLR). According to Christodoulidis et al. (1988) there is a strict relationship between two basic

parameters: secular acceleration of the Moon, n, and the retardation of the Earth’s spin, Ωtidal. Taking the

currently found and assumed as constant value n = 26.0”cy-2 (cy≡century), it is obtained that:

Ωtidal = (-6.20 + 0.38) x 10-22 rad s-2



whence the length of the day should accordingly increase by 2.3 ms per century. The corresponding

relationship between the UT and TT time scales is as follows [2,3]:

TT-UT=DTtidal= +(42+2) t2 [s],

where t is given in centuries counted from the year 1825. Newer analyses by Williams and Boggs gave the first

factor in the above formula as +(43.7+0.2).

The first approximation in analyses of historical observations of occulatations and eclipses is to assume such a

parabolic relationship and to check how the observational results agree with calculations of known credibly

observed phenomena. If this ΔT curve were the only correct one, the observations would agree well with the

ephemeris. However, with the current best theory of the motion of the Moon, the parabola adjusted to the

observations has a distinctly different course:

DT= -10 +(31.4+0.6) t2 [s],

so, some non-tidal effects must play an important role and also tides may change in the course of time.



We can point to a number of factors influencing the rotation of the Earth and causing it to

be irregular in time:

a) there are glacial (climate change) periods when the distribution of the mass of ice on

the Earth's surface varies;

b) the core and mantle of the Earth is undergoing some changes;

c) air mass changes its structure;

d) solar acivity (especially solar wind) may influence the Earth’s geomagnetic field;

c) sea levels fluctuate periodically to some extent;

d) volcanic activity varies with time;

e) earthquakes occur;



Improved [Brown’s] Lunar Ephemeris (ILE) by Eckert et al. (1952-1959).

Lunar Ephemeris (LE no.2 and no.3,1964), LE no.4 (1967), final (Seidelmann, 1992,

with n=25.82″/cy2 acc. to LLR), Chapront & Chapront-Touzé, (1997, 2002,

n=25.86″/cy2).

A set od the dynamic ephemeris of planets and the Moon created by JPL by 

integration of bodies’ motion for the purpose of planetary missions:

DE102 (1981) for the time span from  -1410 to +3002

......................

DE202 (1987)  ---------------------------- +1899    +2050

.................

DE403 (1993)  ---------------------------- +1599    +2199

.................

DE406 (1997)  ---------------------------- -3000    +3000

.................

DE431 (2013)  ---------------------------- -13200    +17191

.................

DE441 (2020)  ---------------------------- -13200    +17191 

The differences in lunar longitude caused by the

error of „n” are negligible in the medieval and

ancient period compared to the precision of the

observations.



The Babylon eclipse of  April 15, 136 BC and the effect of  the Earth’s rotation slowing.

The original clay tablet with

the inscription of  the eclipse



Scheme of fitting ΔT curve based on historical observations. Thick vertical
segments represent adequate ranges of ΔT values found for individual
phenomena; points represent timed observations. The segment marked in red
indicates an error in the original observation record.



For some of the untimed occultations we can at present recalculate the possible “time

window”. For instance, Antares was observed as being occulted by the Moon on September

23, 80 BC at ancient Babylon. The phenomenon must be remarkable between the beginning

of twilight and the moment with low latitude of the star (of a few degrees) above the local

horizon. According to the present calculations, this gives the range of 2.3 to 3.3 hours for ΔT

(Gonzales, 2017).

September 23, 80 BC

Babylon



Results for ΔT for collected timed observations−720 to 1280 and the untimed total solar
eclipse of 1567. The dotted red curve is the parabola, and the black curve is the spline
curve, both fitted to the observations. The grey curve is the parabola predicted on the basis
of tidal friction (according to the complete analyses by Stephenson et al. , 2016).



Plot of the differences in ΔT with respect to the parabola, which is represented as a straight line at 0.

The data after+1600 are derived from timings of lunar occultations. The solid black curve is the fitted spline, and

the dotted curve for the period+800 to+1000 is the departure of the spline required to accommodate the timed

Arabian data in that period. The positions of the knots used in the spline fit are shown as black dots along the

time axis (according to the complete analyses by Stephenson et al, 2016).



Length of the day (lod) −2000 to 2500. 

The dotted red line is the average measured rate of change in the lod,+1.78 ± 0.03 ms cy−1, which is

equivalent to an acceleration of−4.7 ± 0.1 × 10−22 rad s−2. The shaded grey area shows the change

expected on the basis of tidal friction,+2.3 ± 0.1 ms cy−1, equivalent to−6.2 ± 0.4 × 10−22 rad s−2. The

black curve is the slope on the spline fit. The green-dashed curve is the extrapolation of the oscillation.



Addendum 2020 to

‘Measurement of the Earth’s

rotation: 720 BC to AD 2015’
L. V. Morrison, F. R. Stephenson, C. Y. Hohenkerk

and M. Zawilski (2020)

In the years 1988-2020 M.Zawilski was constantly
searching for historical observations of solar eclipses
and occultations made from Europe and the Middle
East. Recently, a progress was made possible by the
internet and the increasing amount of scanned sources
available.
As it turned out, no compelling data can be found for

distant epochs, but much remained to be done for the
Middle Ages, especially from the 14th century onwards.
In summary, 42 of about 100 newer findings have been
evaluated in 2020 as credible and became the basis for
a next verification of the course of the ΔT curve and
some of them turned out to be crucial.



Variations in the lod (solid black curve), derived from the first time derivative along the spline. The faint 

dotted curve between+500 and+1600 is the result of forcing the spline through the Arab timed data. The

narrower shaded strip (pink) with uncertainty bandwidth is the observed deceleration, and the grey strip 

is the deceleration expected on the basis of tidal friction. The dashed curve is the speculative fluctuation 

with a period of 14 centuries. 



Summary of the analyzes (2020)

lod SI units






